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Journalists Review: Here our Journalists have reviewed a range of
best books, shows and films and newspapers.
The Dragonfly Pool by Eva Ibbotson

the prince Karil, but just as the festival is about to
begin, tragedy occurs. Tally and her friends decide
This heart-warming book follows the journey of the to take Karil back with them to Delderton, but he is
main character, Tally Hamilton who is sent away
forced to stay with his cruel uncle. Can Tally and
from her home in London to a boarding school,
her friends save him from a ghastly fate? I would
Delderton, because of the war. She doesn’t want to thoroughly recommend this book to anyone who
be sent away at first, but soon is very much enjoy- enjoy book about the Second World
ing her time in this school in the countryside, and War, and found it a very exciting read.
Delderton is a far more interesting and unusual
Emily Alexander Year 7
place than she first thought. She makes lots of
friends and is soon organising a trip to the kingdom
of Bergania for a dance festival. Here Tally meets

FIFA 19

Finally, in my opinion, the main difference between
the two recent FIFA’s is the new chapter of The
Every year, EA Sports announce a new FIFA. It costs Journey called Champions. In this game mode, you
£50 for the minimum edition, and reaches all the
control one of three footballers who are all trying
way to £70 for the best edition. It came out on
to win a trophy. One example of this is Alex trying
26th September and like most people after spend- to win the Champions league with Real Madrid,
ing £50 on it, I really don’t think there is enough
Danny as well, but he plays for Manchester United
change from FIFA 18 to justify the cost of the up- and Alex’s half-sister is trying to win the World
grade.
Cup with the USA. The game mode shows you how
these growing footballers live. For example, you can
The three main differences this year is that now
control how your selected player responds to other
FIFA have the rights to use the official European
competitions in their game, including the Champi- people which can result in an angry, relaxed or arons League and Europa League. Secondly, there are rogant response.
a few more game modes: such as survival
Overall, I really don’t think this game is worth the
(whenever you score a goal one of the players on
£50 price tag, especially with all the new games
your team gets sent off) and no rules meaning no coming out for free. I would consider £20 reasonrules, including offside, fouls or any bookings.
able, but my policy is only to upgrade every two
1

years anyway, and nothing in this game has made1

Are You There GG-d? It’s Me Margaret by Judy just like her. Nancy seems very grown-up to
Blume
Margaret, at first, but then she realises Nancy is
not different at all (except their height).
While it might have been written a while ago,
and may seem old-fashioned at first, take a Then, Margaret starts school and almost everycloser look at Margaret’s story. You might even thing changes. First crushes, the Pre-Teen
find like me that Margaret is just like you and Sensations (her new friendship group), bras,
me.
kisses – the whole lot? What does this mean to
her? Should she listen to her mother’s side and
The story starts off with 11-year-old Margaret, be Christian or Jewish as her as her father’s
who moves from Manhattan, New York to side is pushing? Should she stay religious at all?
Farbrook, New Jersey with her parents. Margaret is an only child (but it wasn’t planned for Honestly, Are You There G-d? It’s Me Margaret,
her to be that way, it’s just how things turned is one of my favourite books. I think while readout).
ing it I was experiencing a lot of what Margaret
was experiencing. I think that if you’re a girl
Margaret’s opinion on why she moved is down aged 10-13 or a boy who’s
to the fact that her parents want to get away just curious, then read it. I
from her New York Jewish grandmother. Mar- really recommend it, and
garet’s mother is not Jewish but her father is, every time you’re thinking
and she is confused about religion and she pre- you have a problem, think
fers to say that she isn’t a Jew at all.
about Margaret’s and use
That’s not all she is confused about. Margaret is that as inspiration to battle
growing up, and when she meets one of her your own.
neighbours, Nancy Wheeler, she wants to be Emily Bunder Year 8
Brief answers to the big questions

be a province of religion. Religion was an early
attempt to answer the questions we ask. It gives
comfort and we do not trust or understand science.” However many people take value from
and believe in religion. I don’t think religion is
as easy to dismiss as
Stephen Hawking did.
What I liked about always gave detailed answers
that weren’t opinionated, they were facts. I
thoroughly enjoyed this book and I hope more
books like this will be
r e leased .

Brief answers to the big questions, was Stephen
Hawking’s final book however it was arguably
the most intriguing. It was made up of 10 questions that have puzzled mankind for decades
such as: is there God? Is time travel possible?
And, will we survive on earth? The question
that interested me the most was: Is time travel
possible? Hawking gave a fascinating reply: “ the
laws of physics conspire to prevent time travel
on a macroscopic scale.” If I were being controversial, I would say Hawking is incorrect in this Jacob Leon Year 7
statement because Humans have achieved so
much in the past and therefore we have the potential to enable time travel to happen. Another
question which caught my attention, was: Is
God real? Hawking
answered, “Science is
increasingly answering questions that used to
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The Gone Series Will Not Be Gone!
Michael Grant is the author of the six books in
the Gone Series: Gone, Hunger, Lies, Plague, Fear
and Light. In these books there is everything a
teenager could have asked for including drama,
science fiction and romance. The storyline has
more twists and turns than a rollercoaster and is
just as unpredictable. The storyline has more
twists and turns that a rollercoaster, keeping you
breathless throughout the unpredictable plot.
The series is centred on the fictional Southern
Californian town of Perdido Beach, in which
every human aged 15 and older vanishes. The
town and surrounding areas become encased
within an impenetrable
energy barrier, with
many of its inhabitants
developing supernatural powers. The books
follows
Sam Temple, as he battles others, as well as a
mysterious, malevolent creature, known as the
Darkness

This overall takes away the from the effect the
plot is trying to make.
However not all plot twist are as welcome. Mid
Series in a shocking turn events, Grant introduce
the idea of immortality which comes across as a
cheap ploy to extend the franchise, saving the
main character from certain death. This, I found
to be extremely frustrating to read.
Although the books have their ups and downs,
overall I believe that the Gone Series is an
unpredictable, sensational and exhilarating series
that once you start them you cannot put them
down. I highly
recommend them.
By Amelia Reeves Year 9

However, there are some faults. Throughout the
series Grant repeatedly uses the same sentence
starters which after a while becomes repetitive
and overall detracts from the powerful plot.
Another problem with the series is the seemingly
synthetic reaction characters have to testing
situations which makes it hard as a reader to
sympathise as it comes across as quite vapid.
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
The Hunger Games, a series of 3 books; Hunger
Games, Catching Fire and Mockingjay, is an eyecatching book based on a 16-year-old girl, Katniss
Everdeen and her struggle for survival in dystopia. In the beginning, Katniss Everdeen wakes up
on the day of the reaping, when the tributes are
chosen who will take part in the Hunger Games.
But who will be chosen? This novel is recommended to anyone over the age of 11 or keen
readers over the age of 9, although it I would
also recommended to adults as they have a
deeper
understanding what Collins intends throughout the plot.

the same. The Capitol (a sort of capital city in
Panem) started the Hunger Games to make the
Districts repay for trying to rebel, and to intimidate them so they wouldn't try again.
Stephan king says it has “constant suspense.... I
couldn’t stop reading”. The Times reviewed it as
“bare knuckled adventure of the best kind”.

Zoe Tamar Year 9

The Hunger Games is a 2008 dystopian novel by
the American writer Suzanne Collins. It is written in the voice of 16-year-old Katniss Everdeen,
who lives in the future, post-apocalyptic nation
of Panem in North America. In the background
of the story District 13 rebelled and they had to
punish the other districts, so they wouldn't do
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bodies. However unlike the other ‘evacuees’, Alex's
original body is still alive. Although he tries to live
Flip is the story of 14 year old Alex
in Garamond body, he doesn't act like his old self
Gray who wakes up finding that he is in the body of nor does he have the same interests, he realized that
the nightmares he is having
a total stranger that lives miles away from him.
is a sign that Flip wants his
body back too.
When Alex Gray wakes up to find he is in another
body he is shocked, despite claiming he’s Alex, no
one believed him, meaning Alex had to learn to be Compared to Alex, Philip is a
Flip to let all of Flip’s friends not suspect anything. confident, rich boy, with two
girlfriends, a large amount of
Alex Gray is a shy, timid boy who was involved in a friends and a skill of cricket
‘hit and run’ accident when he was hit by a truck
and other sports. His soul
and consequently was in a PVS (a comma) for
was transferred to the dying
around six months. Alex’s soul woke up after those body of Alex Gray.
six months in Philip Garamond (Flip) body, having
no memory of those lost months and how he became I enjoyed reading this book as I was impatient to
know more as the story progressed! I’d highly recstuck in this body.
ommend this book for budding writers and people
Throughout the book Alex/Flip researched via the
between the reading levels of 4 and 6. I would rate
internet his condition to find that he was actually in this book 10/10
a state of ‘Psychic Evacuation’*- when a soul switches

FlipFlip- Martyn Bedford

Tami Potishman– Year 7

On Skullduggery Pleasant: Resurrection

I would recommend this book to anyone who is
interested in mystery, action or murder. AlThis skulduggery pleasant book is the tenth
though before reading this book it would be
instalment to the series, thrilling and exhilarat- wise to read the first nine in the series. I believe
ing the latest book is packed with action. As well this book is appropriate for anyone aged 9+ as
as the introduction of many new characters, you there are some bloody chapters in the book! My
will witness the return of Valkyrie Cain (aka
overall rating for this book is 4 out of 5 stars!
Stephanie Edgley) and Skulduggery Pleasant
back together meaning business.
Ethan Swead Year 7
What I like about this book is that there is a lot
of action for all the different characters and not
just Valkyrie and her skeleton companion furthermore in this book there is a more diverse
show of feelings from different characters than
in the previous books. Strangely - as not seen
before- there is more focus on the villains and
their plot from earlier on, which I liked!
Many years after Devastation Day (the day Darquesse finally disappeared) might seem like a big
jump in the future, missing out key events such
as The Night of Knives. For some readers this
may be frustrating and is therefore one of my
dislikes for
7
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The Rooster Bar

start to notice something odd about the billionaire who owns the law
school.

The book The Rooster Bar is an amazing book!
The story is compelling and very different to John
Grisham’s usual writing style.
The book has the reader
enchanted and curious
Mark, Todd and Zola (the main characters)
throughout. I personally
dreamed of changing the world. Instead they're
could not put the book
facing a mountain of debt and no hope of a fu- down and would have to
ture. They start to realise it's not even worth
be forcefully dragged to
graduating from law school. They're better off
stop reading it. I thorhanging out at The Rooster Bar, plotting how to oughly recommend you
dodge the loan sharks.
find this book on amazon or buy it from The
But maybe there's another way, maybe they know Book People and give it a chance. I really hope
enough about the law to pass as lawyers and they you enjoy it!

Johnny English Strikes again

France, to the top of a tower in Scotland, explodWhen a cyber-attack exposes all active agents in ing jelly bellies and nuclear submarines, can
London, the No.1 spy Johnny English (officially a Johnny English and the British secret service take down
geography teacher, but secretly teaching his
students espionage) is brought out of retirement the new threat?
to catch the mastermind. English enlists the help Johnny English is, in my
of his old sidekick Bough, who is still a clerk at opinion, a huge laugh and a
great movie which you will
MI7 to help him.
never get bored in!
From the streets of London to the South of
The Guardian Review
The Guardian may sound to some the secondbest compared to the Times, but to my mind it
is actually the only newspaper in Britain that is
not biased.
The Times has a deep inclination towards the
Conservative party, the Daily Express to UKIP
and the Leave EU movement, the Metro, Evening
Standard and Independent being social democratic, Trump-hater articles, the Guardian is none
of these. It merely comments on the current political news and is neutral, like all good newspapers should be. This bias-free reading is because
it is owned by a group of people, the Scott Trust.
Other newspapers are owned by wealthy chairmen.

Even in sports, there is a trend for newspapers
to support teams just because the person that
owns the newspaper likes them, or a player for a
team writes a column. Based on regular analysis,
the Standard supports Arsenal against Tottenham and West Ham against Crystal Palace, while
the Metro is the other way around. The Guardian
is free from such disputes.
In short, I would highly
recommend the
Guardian. So the question is, if the Guardian
was owned by an individual, would it be biased or not?
Gabriel Razgon Year 7
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Focus on: Scientific Facts
There is enough DNA in the average person’s
body to stretch from the Sun to Pluto and
back – seventeen times!

Pugs’ cute little flat faces are
the result of a genetic mutation. Their features have been
strongly linked to a gene variant called SMOC2.

There are 8 times as many atoms in a teaspoon of water than there are teaspoons of
water in the Atlantic Ocean .

Recently scientists discovered a new planet
known as K2-155d. It is apparently has water and can sustain human life which also
revolves around a dwarf star!

The deepest part of
the ocean is 25 Empire State Buildings
deep, or 36,200 feet.

Did you know that your voice actually sounds different in space. In
space itself, there is no sound because there is know medium in
which sound can travel. However on
a spaceship your voice would either
go higher or lower depending on the
atmospheric pressure.
There are actually ten times as many bacterial
cells in the human body than human cells, despite
the fact that we wash our hands, take medicine
and blow our noses! But most of these bacteria
are actually helpful and we couldn’t survive
without them

If you drilled a hole through
the earth and jumped in, it
would take 42 minutes to fall
to the other side (provided
gravity played along).

Did you know that Russia has a
bigger surface area than Pluto!
Russia’s surface area is 17.1 million
sq. km and Pluto’s is 17.6 million
4
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Focus on: Victorian History

FOOD IN VICTORIAN TIMES
During the infamous 64 year reign of Queen Victoria, there were two completely different sides on
the scale of poor and wealthy UK families. If you had a high income, you were considered extremely
lucky and privileged. On the other hand, if you had a low income you were far less fortunate.
The food you ate depended on your wealth and what you could afford. There were a variety of options to eat during the Victorian Times. Breakfast tended to be a large meal and would have included,
ham, eggs, bacon, bread and fish, followed by a light lunch and afternoon tea. The evening meal was
the main meal of the day and contained many different courses. Rich Victorians would often throw
large dinner parties.
A typical poor family living in a town would have around 12 shillings [92 pence] to spend each week.
A loaf of bread cost about 3 d [pennies]. Most of the week’s money was spent on bread leaving little
for other necessities. The occasional weekly shop would also include milk, cheese and potatoes. Poor
families could only afford meat once a week - this would have been saved for a Sunday family lunch.

Aaron Toubian Year 8
Before 1872, voting for Parliament was often done in public. This meant that in some areas, known as
pocket boroughs, all the candidate had to do was have the support of the local landlord or employer,
who would evict any tenants or sack any workers who didn’t vote for him.
Did you know that the bicycle was in fact invented long after the steam train? The first bicycle was
invented in 1817, whereas the first steam locomotive was made in 1804!
Even though Queen Victoria hated curry, she made her chefs cook a large tub. This was because she
was Empress of India (as India was part of Britain at the time), so she did this to respect the Indian
people and provide any Indian visitor with food.

When someone died, the family would often have a photograph taken of the body. Sometimes the family would even pose with the body to make it look alive.
4
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Sport
Aubameyang and Torreira Star as Gunners Smash
Spurs On Thrilling Derby Day

Hardly a few moments later, Korean playmaker SonHeung Min drove forward into the penalty box and
was brought down by Rob Holding. Without hesitation, Mike Dean pointed to the spot and gave Harry
Kane the chance to put the away side 1-2 up. Kane
effortlessly slotted the ball past Leno to give Spurs
the lead and set up an intriguing second 45 minutes.

Unai Emery’s Arsenal became the very much deserved kings of North London, with a superb 4-2
win over their bitter rivals Tottenham, at the Emirates Stadium - containing 60,000 passionate Gunners who urged their beloved team on, very much
became the 12th man on a day full of goals - never- The second half was cagey to start, however both
theless there was also a sense of rivalry between the teams quickly found their mojo. Spaniard Hector
two sides.
Bellerin, with the vision of a hawk, played a stunning
through-ball to veteran Aaron Ramsey, who latched
Great anticipation led up to this fierce encounter in it onto Aubameyang, only for the Gabon internaNorth London, with many pundits writing Arsenal
tional to expertly curl the ball past Lloris and send
off and backing Pochettino’s Spurs to take home all the Arsenal faithful absolutely wild, the Gunners
three points. During the opening stages, the Reds
started to believe they could leave with the precious
were looking good on top, all guns blazing right
three points.
from the start. Arsenal got nothing less than they
deserved when referee Mike Dean [who was excep- Both sides were desperate for goal number 5, and
tional on the day] pointed to the penalty spot and
just over 15 minutes after Arsenal’s leveller, French
give Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang the chance to put number 9, Alexandre Lacazette weaved the ball past
the home team 1-0 up. Cool as a cucumber, the
the keeper from distance, the fans went out of their
world-class forward fired past Hugo Lloris, which
minds as their team had just taken an incredible
sent the home fans into raptures. The Gunners
lead in the biggest game of their season so far. One
wouldn’t stop looking for a second goal with chance of Arsenal’s stand out performers [arguably man of
after chance but the ball just couldn’t hit the back of the match] was Uruguayan midfielder, 22 year old,
the net.
Lucas Torreira who made it 4-2 to put the game out
of sight for Pochettino’s men.
Dele Alli delivered a glorious free-kick in to the danger area; Eric Dier got a head to it and unconvinc- Unai Emery and Arsenal all but deserved the emingly prodded the ball past German keeper Bernd
phatic victory to leapfrog their arch rivals into 4th
Leno, who in truth should have kept it out. Down in place in the Premier League table. The Gunners put
the corner of the pitch, wild Tottenham celebrations on a world-class attacking display and showed many
evaporated into a heated row which got the crowd signs of the being invincible under Arsene Wenger
pumping and spread the passion of the occasion.
from the 2003/04 Premier League season. This was
their 19th match without a loss, a staggering feat.48

